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ABSTRACT
Physically Based Rendering (PBR) is a mainstay of offline and real-time
rendering. The principles behind it were first implemented in offline renderers
due to processing time not being an issue. Subsequently, real-time rendering
began using the same principles especially in the medium of games.
Transferring the methods to a real-time environment has led to increasing
number of compromises in the physicality, but the principles remain the same.
Some of the main goals include adherence to empirically measured reflectances
that, among other issues, conserve light energy realistically.
With industries such as automotive manufacturers wanting to incorporate
modern rendering techniques to their products, there is a need to investigate
how such techniques perform in low-end devices. This thesis tests PBR in
different devices, from low-end to high-end, to determine the specific
performance impacts of PBR.
The implementation of PBR presented in this thesis is portable to different
hardware platforms and provides approximately the same results in each
device. PBR, as it is implemented in modern game engines, impacts the
performance significantly. However, there are methodology components that
can be applied to rendering pipelines with minimal cost.
Keywords: benchmarking, shading, shaders, OpenGL
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Fysiikkaperusteinen renderöinti (PBR) on offline- ja reaaliaikaisen
renderöinnin tärkeä osa. Sen takana olevat periaatteet otettiin ensin käyttöön
offline-renderöinnissä eli elokuvagrafiikassa, koska siinä käsittelyaika ei ole
ongelma. Reaaliaikaisessa renderöinnissä, etenkin peleissä, on alettu
käyttämään samoja periaatteita. Menetelmien siirtäminen reaaliaikaiseen
ympäristöön on lisännyt fyysisyyteen liittyviä kompromisseja, mutta periaatteet
ovat pysyneet samoina. Päätavoitteena PBR:ssä on valon heijastumisen
empiirisesti mitattujen seurauksien noudattaminen. Yksi tälläinen seuraus on
muun muassa valon energian säilyvyys.
Teollisuudenaloilla, kuten autoteollisuudessa, valmistajat haluavat sisällyttää
tuotteisiinsa nykyaikaista renderöintitekniikkaa. Tämä luo tarpeen selvittää,
miten tällaiset tekniikat toimivat resurssiköyhissä laitteissa. Tämä diplomityö
testaa PBR:n toteutusta eri laitteissa, pienitehoisesta suurempitehoiseen,
PBR:lle erityisien suorituskykyvaikutusten määrittämiseksi.
Tässä diplomityössä esitettävä, testaukseen tarkoitettu, PBR:n toteutus on
siirrettävissä eri laitteistoalustoille ja se tuottaa suunnilleen samat visuaaliset
tulokset kussakin laitteessa. PBR, joka on toteutettu samalla tavalla kuin
nykyaikaisissa pelimoottoreissa, vaikuttaa suorituskykyyn merkittävästi
sulautetuissa järjestelmissä. PBR sisältää kuitenkin komponentteja, joita
voidaan käyttää renderöintiin ilman suuria tehovaatimuksia.
Avainsanat: suorituskyvyn mittaaminen, varjostus, varjostimet, OpenGL
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ABBREVIATIONS
PBR

Physically Based Rendering

BRDF

Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function

BTDF

Bidirectional Transmittance Distribution Function

BSDF

Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function

IBL

Image-Based Lighting

API

Application Programming Interface

NDF

Normal Distribution Function

CPU

Central Processing Unit

GPU

Graphics Processing Unit

FPS

Frames Per Second

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of computer graphics in embedded systems has always been behind the
curve of games for desktop environments and especially movies created using render
farms. This is due to the many constraints present in these systems and the general
lack of need for advanced graphics in such devices. Even today, many applications of
these systems do not need user interfaces.
There is a growing need from the industries, however, to move towards advanced
graphics and user interfaces in their devices. In addition, they want to be able to use
the most modern advances in the graphics field, and be able to hire graphic designers
who are accustomed to the practices of the field. Physically Based Rendering (PBR)
is one of such advances, and occupies a central role in this thesis.
PBR is a mainstream descriptor for the modern techniques used in 3D graphics. It
is a loosely defined term that encompasses many different aspects of 3D rendering.
PBR can also be considered a marketing term used to sell rendering advances to
consumers and to the internal artists of companies. The techniques used with PBR
are in regular use in industries such as game development [1, 2] and movies [3, 4].
On the other hand, industries that are based on the use of lower-end hardware, (e.g.
the automotive industry) lack the confirmation if these techniques can be used as-is
in their environments. In addition to lacking the power present in the hardware used
to consume and produce games and movies, lower-end hardware can lack the most
recent advancements in drivers and graphics API implementations.
This thesis aims to study the feasibility of implementing PBR in embedded
systems. This includes determining how the restrictions in power, drivers and
graphics APIs inhibit the inclusion of PBR techniques and how those restrictions can
be circumvented.
In this thesis, PBR is defined by the way the phrase is used in modern 3D graphics
industries, such as games. The techniques used to achieve PBR are basically an
iteration of the classical methods towards more physically based ones. The
mathematical functions used to calculate shading, for example, now adhere more to
the proper physical reactions that light experiences when it illuminates surfaces.
The prioritization of the physical is due to the continued increase in computing
power of the hardware. The classical bottlenecks in performance have dissipated and
3D graphics developers have turned their focus on the functions that have previously
been taken for granted. PBR represents the re-examination, by the industry, of the
fundamental assumptions made during the 1990s about 3D graphics and how to
achieve even the simplest scenes. Thus, PBR has changed artists’ workflow. One of
the key concepts with PBR is that much of the power is taken out of from the artist's
hands and given to the scattering functions implemented in the shaders. In exchange,
the artists’ workflow is improved [1].
There are different standards for what is truly PBR, and in some cases true PBR
cannot be achieved in real-time environments. Many papers [5, 6, 7] that are
referenced in the implementations of PBR in real-time engines were originally meant
for offline renderers. Many optimizations have already gone into those original
implementations just to have something resembling true physicality in offline
renderers. The real-time engines that have taken inspiration from those have then
added additional optimizations to enable real-time rendering. Each optimization
along the chain has had the chance to veer the shading away from physical reality.
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Currently, the graphics engines of Disney, Epic Games, and Unity are probably the
most complete demonstrators of PBR technology.
Figure 1 shows the timeline of what could be called a PBR movement. It isn’t
clear how much of the PBR methodology revolution was due to technological
advancements or evangelism in the 3D-rendering community. Presentations and
implementations of the PBR methods started in the early 2010s with implementations
of prior research in real-time form [8, 9]. Even landmark offline rendering papers
arrived during the same time with key industry contributions by Disney [3] being
released in 2012.
At the same time, console manufacturers were already developing their next
generation devices, released in late 2013. The popularization of the methods and
technical advancements happened at the same time. One reason why games using
PBR were mostly released after the new console generation, could be that game
studios did not want to change their workflows until they had a good reason. With
the release of the more powerful consoles, the studios had already had to update their
game engines and thus had a chance to implement new workflows based on PBR
methods. This provides a motivation to find out how much performance is required
by the hardware for the technology shift.

Figure 1. The selected timeline of the advent of real-time PBR
Figures 2 and 3 show the differences between physically based shading and basic
shading. The biggest difference is the lack of reflectance of metal in basic shading.
The shaders lack a metalness or a gloss map that would determine how much a
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certain surface fragment would reflect the environment. Another map that is lacking
in basic shading is the roughness map. Its contribution can be seen on the shape of
the specular highlights. In the PBR image, there is a lot of variance in the white
highlights due to the roughness of the metal surface. Because the basic shading
cannot take it into account, the white highlight is smoother apart from the normal
mapping. The basic shading method demonstrated in Figure 2 also lacks the Fresnel
effect, which can be seen on the dark side of the cylinder shape. The parts of the
cylinder on the edge reflect the environment more like a mirror. With the example in
Figure 2 showing simple ambient lighting, the darker sides of the shapes are flat.
Figure 3 on the other hand, includes Image-Based Lighting (IBL) which allows for
the reflectance of the metal and more realistic ambient lighting on the sides not
illuminated by the directional light.

Figure 2. Rendering of basic shapes with basic shading and simple ambient lighting.

Figure 3. Rendering of basic shapes with PBR shaders including IBL.
The standard for graphics programming in the embedded field is OpenGL (Open
Graphics Library), first released in 1992. OpenGL is an application programming
interface (API) for graphics. It is used to communicate with the GPU and its drivers
in a standardized way. OpenGL ES (OpenGL for Embedded Systems) is a
specialized version of the API built for use in embedded systems, with the first
release in 2003. The initial release version was based on OpenGL 1.3 and used a
fixed-function pipeline of the time [10, 11]. Fixed-function in this case meant that the
user of the API had minimal say in how the shading and other functionality was
done. Both the lighting models and the transformation models were fixed. With the
2.0 release of OpenGL ES, it inherited features from the OpenGL 3.0 version while
still being largely based on OpenGL 2.0. One of these features was the shaders that
enabled programmers to define their own shading model [12].
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Figure 4 shows roughly the way graphics programming frameworks have
progressed. Different versions and frameworks are plotted on a timeline. The vertical
axis shows how the features of the frameworks have improved. More versions exist
for each framework, but they have been omitted for presentational clarity.

Figure 4. Timeline of currently used graphics APIs.
OpenGL 1.0, Direct3D 2.0 and OpenGL ES 1.0 have fixed-function pipelines.
With a fixed-function pipeline the user of the framework was not able to change the
shading model. OpenGL had shaders implemented in version 2.0 released ten years
after the first version in 2004 [13]. After this, the OpenGL features began to compete
better with the features introduced in Direct3D. The embedded system version of
OpenGL gained the ability for custom shaders with OpenGL ES 2.0 in 2007 [11].
More advanced control for the user was given with Direct3D 10, OpenGL 3.0 and
OpenGL ES 3.0. At this point OpenGL stopped competing with the amount of user
control, and much of the low-level control is instead found in Vulkan 1.0 which
directly competes with Direct3D 12 in those terms.
One challenge of this implementation is the portability across different devices.
The objective of this thesis is to research and determine the critical features of PBR
and implement those in embedded environments. Those implementations are then
benchmarked. The features are implemented in an engine used by The Qt Company
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in a product that is deployed in many resource poor embedded devices. The
benchmarks enable us to see if there is a threshold in the capabilities of such devices
to meet the requirements of PBR.
This thesis focuses on devices used in automotive industries or devices comparable
to those. The artifact created for this thesis is basically a benchmarking tool for PBR
shaders. There are different benchmarks for embedded devices and mobile devices
such as MiBench [14] and GraalBench [15]. Those are old and either focus on the
technical details of the devices, or they test the general performance of the device
hardware. The benchmark created for this thesis specifically focuses on the PBR and
its configurable variables that allow for testing different aspects of it.
First, the thesis sets up how PBR works at a workflow level for the artists and
users of the engines using PBR. In the following chapters, the theoretical details of
PBR are explored, mainly focusing on how light reflects off materials and how it is
emulated in graphics. Then an implementation of the theoretical details to shader
code is presented with the result being a benchmark for testing PBR with different
devices. The “Experiments” chapter shows the results. Finally, the implications of
the test results are discussed.
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2. PHYSICALLY BASED RENDERING
PBR is an amalgamation of methods that have changed workflows for producing 3D
graphics. It is both a continuation and a disruption to the graphics pipelines that have
been used in real-time graphics since the 1990s. There are still similar ways the
texture maps are used, but significant differences have also been introduced.
Two pipelines exist for producing physically based materials [2]: one based on a
metalness map and another based on a specular map. In most cases, a PBR system
needs the base color of the object as a texture, but from there forward, the
implementations may differ, and are only somewhat standardized due to the
influence of approaches proven to work. Those have not been shown to be the only
correct methods of PBR, but have been widely adopted.
Both the metalness and the specular workflows can achieve the same physically
based results, but the metalness attribute was constructed to force artists to adhere to
a narrower band of physically based results. A specular workflow offers more
options for the artists, but also allows for physically inaccurate results to be achieved
more easily. One de facto standardized approach is Disney’s physically based
shading [3].
2.1. History
While physically realistic lighting has always been a goal in graphics, the modern
push seems to have started at the turn of the last decade. A lot of the outward
visibility comes from the presentations in a “Physically-Based Shading Models in
Film and Game Production” course held in SIGGRAPH [8, 9]. Most of the focus has
been in implementing physically correct specular models in lighting equations. This
has included direct lighting where pixels are shaded from one light source, and
implementing the specular equations to methods such as IBL. From the start it has
been known that diffuse models can also be faithful to the empirical findings but
only recently implementations of accurate diffuse algorithms have reached this goal
[16, 17]. Implementations of PBR in popular engines like Unreal Engine 4 and Unity
5 have solidified the methods and workflows that are under the PBR umbrella.
PBR pipelines are still based on the legacy of the game development graphics
pipelines in the past. The models of separating diffuse and specular components and
the ways of combining elements of lighting equations to the final color still have
their roots in the original Phong paper [18]. Historically, 3D graphics have evolved
to use diffuse maps for color of the surface, specular maps for the color and the
power of the specular highlights, and normal maps for surface shaping. For PBR,
these mappings have evolved so that instead of diffuse maps, albedo maps are used.
Albedo maps lack the ambient lighting that was prevalent in the diffuse maps, and
include only the base color. Specular maps can be part of PBR depending on the
workflow. Normal maps are used the same way as they have been historically used.
The final composition of the PBR materials depends on the workflow used.
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2.2. Metalness workflow
The basic components in the metalness workflow are an albedo map, a metalness
map and a roughness map. The albedo map contains the base color information of the
object and it usually does not contain any shadowing or ambiance. The metalness
map tells the shader if the surface is metal or not. If the surface area is metal, it just
reflects all the light cast on it and gets its specular highlight color from the albedo
map. There usually are just two kinds of materials: metals and nonmetals. Values in
between are not advised to be used and do not usually correspond to any real
physical objects. A roughness map is then used to determine how clearly the surface
reflects light or whether it scatters in different directions creating a fuzzier surface.
The way a metalness map affects the material surface is shown in Figure 5. [1, 2]

Figure 5. Metalness map on the left, default render in the middle and render with the
metalness map on the right.
2.3. Specular workflow
The specular workflow consists of the albedo map, a specular map and a roughness
map. Sometimes the roughness map is exchanged to a glossiness map which is just
the inverse of the roughness map. Roughness or glossiness is not unique to the
specular workflow, so the roughness map can be the same as in the metalness
workflow. The specular map is the differentiator and is the more traditional way of
determining surface specularity. It determines the color of the specular highlight and
the amount of reflectance. The specular workflow allows for creating the same
materials as the metalness workflow, but also allows for unrealistic values. This can
be negative if the users do not follow the rules for PBR, but also an advantage since
the artists can bend the rules more easily to achieve a preferred style. [1, 2]
2.4. Disney’s principled PBR
Each company might have their own priorities in their shading model. Disney’s
model has certain principles to it. Intuitive rather than physical parameters should be
used, with there being as few parameters as possible. Parameters should be in the
interval {0, 1} over their plausible range and should be allowed to push beyond
where it makes sense. All combinations of parameters should be possible. These
include subsurface, metallic, specular, specular tint, roughness, anisotropic, sheen,
sheen tint, clear coat and clear coat gloss. [3]
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Disney’s principled PBR is implemented in Blender as “Principled PBR” which is
an “ubershader” that contains a lot of functionality, almost as if it were a black box
[19]. The PBR materials of the Unreal Engine 4 are also based on Disney’s PBR
approach [1].
2.5. Unreal Engine
Unreal Engine 4 is the latest iteration of the Unreal Engine and has PBR as the main
shading method. The components used in Unreal Engine for PBR include base color,
roughness, metallic and specular. The base color corresponds to the albedo and is a
RGB value mapped to a vector having values from 0 to 1. According to the
documentation this color would be the same as a color in a photograph taken with a
polarizing filter. Roughness is the same as in any PBR setup. It controls the way
reflected light scatters by scattering more when interacting with rough materials and
less with smooth materials. The Unreal Engine uses the metallic workflow by
default, and thus the metallic attribute controls how close to metal the material
behaves when engaging with light. As is standard in the metallic workflow for PBR,
value 0 = nonmetal and value 1 = metal. The documentation advises to use 0 and 1
for pure materials and sometimes use values in between when working with “hybrid
surfaces like corroded, dusty, or rusty metals.” Specular input differs somewhat from
the most basic form of PBR. It is used to control the amount of specularity of nonmetallic surfaces. [1, 20]
2.6. Unity
Unity supports both the specular workflow and metallic workflow. In the specular
path, two textures are used: the first one containing the albedo as RGB values and the
second one with specular color as RGB values and smoothness in the alpha channel.
Smoothness is the inverse of roughness. The metallic workflow similarly uses only
two textures. The albedo is stored the same way, but the second texture in this
workflow has the metallic input in the red channel and smoothness in the alpha
channel. As is standard in PBR implementations, the specular color is fetched from
the albedo texture when dealing with metallic materials. [2]
2.7. Resource Requirements
A resource needed for PBR are the textures that depend on the chosen workflow. The
metalness workflow needs information such as albedo, normals, metalness and
roughness. The simplest way to feed this information into the shader would be to
have textures for each property. Albedo information needs proper color information,
so it needs to consist of red, green and blue channels. Normal information needs to
present the whole 3D space, so it also needs three coordinates: x, y and z. This means
that red, green and blue channels are also needed for this information. Metalness is
represented by only one floating point value, which means it only needs to use, for
example, the red channel of a texture. Similarly, roughness is a single floating-point
value. The specular workflow exchanges the metalness attribute to specular color,
which needs all three channels for color.
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This kind of channel calculation allows for packaging of the information to fewer
textures. For example, Unity packages roughness value to the same texture as
metalness and specular color [2]. The need for this kind of resource management
regarding texture counts also depends on the architecture and optimization
bottlenecks. The complexity of the shading function is another bottleneck for lowend devices. The shading calculations must be calculated for each pixel that is drawn.
Indirect lighting in physically based models also needs additional textures. IBL
needs an environment map and a lookup texture for specular lighting calculations.
The lookup texture can be replaced with a shader calculation, if texture sampling is a
bottleneck. For HDR support, floating-point textures are a must.
2.8. Summary
There is no single approach to PBR. The same kind of end results are achievable in
many ways, and some traditionally accepted methods are not based in empirical
evidence even when the results are physically correct. The workflows used to
achieve PBR include the metalness and specular workflows. The workflows lead
straight to the way resources are allocated and the priorities of that department.
Depending on the workflow, resources like texture maps can be better packed and
optimize. Disney’s principled PBR includes the components that Disney engineers
themselves have assessed to be important. Unreal Engine 4 has been influenced by
the Disney model and has helped to standardize PBR. Unity has a lot of similar
components, but also their own twists to the PBR formula.
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3. MODELLING THE SCATTERING OF LIGHT
PBR is most closely related to light scattering functions that are based on the
physical phenomena that occur as light hits the surface of an object. These are called
Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Functions (BSDF) which can be split into
Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Functions (BRDF) and Bidirectional
Transmittance Distribution Functions (BTDF). [21]
This thesis focuses on BRDFs with BTDFs being out of the scope of this research.
BTDFs consider how light transmits through a material surface and are most relevant
for transparent objects and realistic skin rendering. BTDFs would also be considered,
when material calculations would include multiple layers. Due to the real-time
requirement, only the outer layer is considered and as such BRDFs suffice.
BRDFs are used to calculate the interaction of light with a surface. For proper
physical representation the function must fulfill several physical phenomena such as
the Helmholtz Reciprocity Rule and the Energy Conservation Law. Perfect diffuse
surfaces or Lambert surfaces happen when variables used in a BRDF make it a
constant function. This means that the light is reflected equally in every direction.
Perfect specular surfaces or Fresnel surfaces happen when a BRDF becomes a Dirac
function. In this case the light reflects only in one direction. [7]
An important aspect of PBR is energy conservation in the lighting model. A model
may emulate light in a way that leads to an “energy loss,” which would make the
scene darker than it would be in reality. The energy losses come, for example, from
not emulating the multiple surface bounces, so the surface consumes the light instead
of properly reflecting it. [3, 21]
Figure 6 shows how the reflectance function relates to the input values. BRDF
needs the light direction vector l and the view direction vector v. In addition, surface
information such the normal vector n is needed.

Figure 6. Selected BRDF vectors visualized in relation to a surface.
The reflection of light can be divided into two components: diffuse reflection and
specular reflection. Most nonmetal objects reflect mostly through diffuse reflection,
where the light scatters and travels to the eye indirectly, causing the object not to
reflect the surrounding environment clearly. Metal objects, on the other hand, reflect
only through specular reflection, where the light travels straight to the eye, showing
the surrounding environment very clearly.
In Figure 7, the light is being reflected as separate diffusion and specular
components. The specular component has a tighter and sharper reflection, with the
diffusion component having a wider, and thus rougher, reflection.
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Figure 7. Diffusion and specular components and their relation to the surface
visualized.
There are both empirical and theoretical models for shading. Schlick, in his 1994
paper, looks for a middle ground, where the shading model has physical properties
but can still be computed in a reasonable timeframe [7]. The Cook-Torrance model
[5] is an important development in physically realistic lighting calculations. As
described by Schlick, the Cook-Torrance model surfaces are composed of
microfacets: small smooth planar elements. Only certain microfacets contribute to
the reflection of light coming from certain directions.
The He-Torrance-Sillion-Greenberg model [22] accounts for every physical
phenomenon, such as polarization, diffraction, interference, conductivity and smaller
roughness for grazing rays. A simplified formulation shows that it differs from the
Cook-Torrance model by having an additional term for coherent reflection not from
microfacets. This model shows that even non-smooth surfaces have such reflection.
The Ward model [23] provides anisotropic reflection, which can come from
scratches in surfaces, leading to different roughnesses depending on direction.
Schlick [7] indicates that many BRDF models leave unsatisfactory points on the
table. Due to the formulations having constant weights between the diffuse and
specular parts, they leave out materials that have variable diffuse and specular
components, depending on the angle of reflection. Schlick gives an example of a
varnished wooden floor where sharper angles reflect more specularly and wider ones
more diffusely.
Metal materials are also not represented satisfactorily, because in those, the
distinction between the specular and the diffuse is unnecessary. Depending on the
roughness of the surface of such materials, the reflection changes from perfect
diffuse to perfect specular behaviors.
The paper by Schlick [7] proposes a new BRDF model that must satisfy certain
features:
o Physical phenomena such as energy conservation, Helmholtz reciprocity
and microfacets should be fulfilled.
o Lambert and Fresnel surfaces should be on a continuum.
o Homogeneous and heterogeneous materials should be distinct.
o Isotropic and anisotropic behaviors should be present.
o There should be a small number of simple and meaningful parameters.
o Expressions should be of low-computational cost.
PBR BRDFs are usually separated into specular and diffuse terms. It is the
specular term that is based on the microfacet theory, and the specular contributions
are called “lobes.” The original research on PBR in offline rendering, such as film
shaders, has always included multiple lobe calculations and has combined the results
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for the final render. Real-time applications, such as games, usually use just one lobe.
[24]
3.1. Specular models
Multiple specular models can be used to emulate the highlighting phenomena present
in lit objects. This section considers four examples with different goals and
performance indications:
o The Phong specular model
o The Blinn-Phong improvement
o The foundation of PBR specular models: the Cook-Torrance microfacet
model
o An improvement to the microfacet model, GGX.
The Phong model did not have a basis in empirical evidence of light behavior
while the Blinn-Phong improvement did take those into account. The Cook-Torrance
model, on the other hand, has a stricter aim of obeying physics. GGX is an iteration
of the Cook-Torrance model.

3.1.1. Phong
In 1975, Phong [18] introduced a new approach to the production of shaded pictures
of solid objects. He claims that at the time, a lot of the research had been focused on
the hidden surface removal problem and not on visual quality. When the “beautifully
shaded” pictures were generated, they then were computationally expensive, and the
techniques wouldn’t work in real-time. The paper by Phong is one of the first
relevant papers for realistic shading in real-time 3D graphics and its relevance is
highlighted by the fact that the method is still used in many real-time 3D graphics
implementations, such as the iterated Blinn-Phong model. Gouraud shading was
introduced in 1971, but as Phong indicates in his paper, it didn’t account for light
reflection interpolation between polygon surfaces on the pixel level. This led to
distinct edges between polygons of the object due to lighting differences. At the time,
Phong saw Gourad shading as computationally less expensive, but also less realistic.
Separate from the shading model itself is the specular model it contains. It is used
to emulate the highlights present in objects that are lit. The Phong specular model
can be presented by the equations:

where
L is the light vector,
N is the normal vector,
R is the result of the reflection,
V is the view vector,
S is the shininess value, and
F is the final specular value.
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In shader code this needs a couple of multiplications, a couple of dot products and
an exponentiation function. The reflection equation is implemented by the GPU
drivers. As is, the Phong equation is a cheap way to get somewhat realistic lighting.
3.1.2. Blinn-Phong
Blinn’s paper [25] from 1977 presents a shading method which more accurately
simulates some experimental measurements of light reflection from real surfaces. It
accounts for the angle of the light in its specular highlighting and generates different
results for metallic and nonmetallic surfaces. All these claims by Blinn are identical
to the goals of PBR itself. The Blinn-Phong method was later the default shading
model for OpenGL and DirectX prior to reliance on custom shaders by users. Blinn
referred to the model as the Torrance-Sparrow model, chasing the empirical results
found by Torrance et al [26].
The Blinn-Phong model can be presented by the equations:

where
L is the light vector,
V is the view vector,
H is the half-vector between L and V
N is the normal vector,
S is the shininess value, and
F is the final specular value.
Normalization needs multiplications, divisions and a square root operation, but can
be efficiently handled by GPU. The shader code equation itself needs dot products
and an exponentiation function. The equation is not complicated, and is cheap as the
previous Phong model. The normalized form of Blinn-Phong can also be used in
microfacet BRDFs as the normalized distribution function.
3.1.3. Cook-Torrance
Cook & Torrance introduced a microfacet model to the specular model landscape [5].
It takes a much more complicated form than the previously presented Phong and
Blinn-Phong models. It includes multiple components, like the Normal Distribution
Function (NDF), the Geometry function (G) and the Fresnel function (F). All these
components are included in the final equation, which is:

where
F is the Fresnel function,
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D is the NDF,
G is the geometry function,
N is the normal vector,
L is the light vector,
V is the view vector, and
R is the final specular value.
As microfacet BRDFs form the basis of PBR, the components of this equation are
further described in a later chapter. The geometry function takes the form:

The NDF has many forms, even in the original paper. Equations from Blinn can be
used for the D function in the form:

where
c is an “arbitrary constant”,
α is the angle of light, and
m is the root mean square slope. [5]
This equation is from the original Cook-Torrance paper, and is not used as is in
shader implementations. Rather α is replaced by dot products of normal vectors and
half-vectors and m is replaced by some kind of application of roughness.
The original paper also provides the Beckman model for the NDF:

where symbols are used similarly to the Blinn equation. As noted by Cook and
Torrance, the positive for the Beckmann equation is that it lacks an “arbitrary
constant” while giving the absolute magnitude of reflectance. [5]
3.1.4. GGX
Since the paper written by Cook and Torrance, new versions of the equations have
surfaced. Some of them are featured in a paper written by Walter et al [21]. There the
π constant in the denominator of the BRDF equation is exchanged with 4:

The paper also presents good choices for the functions that define the F, D and G
terms of the equation. The main contribution of the paper is a new way of calculating
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D, which goes by the name of GGX. Term G is derived from term D when using the
Smith approximation, so the differences echo other components of the BRDF
equation. The developers of the Unreal Engine 4 present an adaption of the GGX
based on the Disney’s principled PBR, with the following equation for term D [1]:

Term α is defined as roughness squared. As with the other equations, N is the
normal vector and H is the half-vector of the light vector and view vector.
3.2. Diffuse models
Diffuse models are a lesser focus for PBR BRDF research. Traditionally, this domain
has been handled using the Lambertian reflectance equation. There has been interest
in implementing the Oren-Nayar model which considers the roughness of the
material [17]. This section provides insight into both methods. There are more
diffuse models with different goals which are not presented here.
3.2.1. Lambert equation
Lambertian reflectance has been a standard for real-time BRDFs and is even used in
Unreal Engine 4 today [1]. The Lambertian reflectance equation can be formed as

where
N is the normal vector,
L is the light vector, and
R is the final diffuse value.
The dot product provides the shading from light to dark depending on the light
direction and surface normal. Surfaces facing away from the light are dark and
surfaces facing towards the light are lit. For PBR purposes, to preserve energy
conservation, the result is divided by π. The dot product of normal and light vectors
is not really a part of the BRDF. Rather, Lambertian reflectance is a constant, but the
dot product is needed for final lighting [3].
3.2.2. Oren-Nayar
Oren-Nayar [27], unlike the Lambertian model, considers the roughness of the
surface. This roughness value is different from the roughness in specular models and
is based on different assumptions [17]. The equation of the Oren-Nayar model takes
the form:
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where
ρ is the albedo color,
σ is the roughness,
E0 is the light color, etc.
The equation is very complex and requires a lot of shader calculations. As such, it
has been rarely implemented in graphics engines, due to how little benefit is has been
perceived to provide. The roughness value is also not the same that is provided for
the specular models which means using the models together requires further tweaks.
Such attempts have been made, for example, in the engine for Titanfall 2 [17].
3.3. Components of microfacet BRDFs
Microfacet specular BRDFs are calculated in shaders with the formula [21]:

where
D is the NDF,
G is the geometry function and
F is the Fresnel function.
This version of the BRDF is presented by Walter et al. [21] to account for different
normalization of the D function. The following subsections show how the
components differ and are implemented.
3.3.1. Normal Distribution Function
NDF, or D, represents the normal distribution of the microsurface. The function can
be anisotropic or isotropic. An anisotropic function allows for different roughnesses
in vertical and horizontal directions, and is more common in movies. Isotropic
functions have a uniform roughness in all directions and are used in games. NDF
basically tells, given a direction, how many microfacet normals point to that
direction. This determines the specular contribution to the scene. [24]
Figure 8 shows how the NDF relates to the microsurface and the macrosurface.
The dotted line represents the macrosurface that is usually the surface of the polygon
composed of the vertices of the model. The solid line represents the microsurface
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that is formed by the roughness of the surface. The arrows represent the microsurface
normal and how they are distributed on the microsurface.

Figure 8. NDF visualized.
NDF can be implemented in many ways, and prior examples such as Blinn-Phong
specular shading can be normalized and used as the function D in microfacet BRDFs.
The original research by Cook & Torrance used the Beckmann variant of the D
function [5]. Game engines have recently been using the GGX model [1, 28]. Figure
9 shows how D factors into the rendering of a material.

Figure 9. Contribution of D to the specular lighting. Full render on the left and only
the D function on the right.
3.3.2. Geometry Function
The Geometry Function (G) is also known as the shadowing-masking function
[29]. It tells what the chances are that the microfacet is not shadowed or masked
when the light and the viewer are in certain directions. Figure 10 shows the
shadowing of the microsurface due to the geometry function. Figure 11, on the other
hand, shows how G contributes to the rendering.
There are multiple different G functions, including the original proposed by Cook
& Torrance. However, the most popular are the variants based on research by Smith
[30]. Smith proposed dividing the Geometry function into two, G1 and G2, which are
then multiplied together. Each uses the same equation but takes different vectors as
parameters. One takes the view vector and the other the light vector. The Smith
function can be adapted further, with examples including the Beckmann and ShlickGGX variants.
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Figure 10. Geometry Function visualized.

Figure 11. Contribution of G to the specular lighting.
3.3.3. Fresnel Function
The Fresnel Function (F) represents the Fresnel reflectance, which determines how
much light is reflected from a surface. Light not reflected, according to the Fresnel
function, is then considered to be refracted. The result depends on the microfacet
normal and the light direction. Correct parameters for the function are the surface
normal and the half-vector of light and view vectors. Different materials have
different Fresnel reflectance values. [29]
As seen in Figure 12, the Fresnel effect causes steep view angles to provide weak
reflections and shallow angles to provide strong reflections. Basically, this means
that there is a larger specular contribution for surfaces that have a surface normal
almost perpendicular to the viewer.

Figure 12. Fresnel function visualized.
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The Cook & Torrance paper [5] and similarly the paper by Walter et al. [21], have
extensive equations for the calculation of the Fresnel function. Schlick [7] introduced
an approximation of the Fresnel calculation, which has since been used often in realtime applications. According to Hoffman [24], the Schlick approximation of Fresnel
was the standard and is still common, but there are alternatives also in use. The
approximation should be accurate for most materials, but in some cases, it does not
conform to the measured results. Hoffman gives iron and aluminum as examples
where the Schlick approximation fails.
For metal objects, the Fresnel effect is stronger due to the larger contribution from
the specular component. Figure 13 shows how the specular highlight is smaller in a
non-metal material when the Fresnel function is added to the specular calculation.

Figure 13. Contribution of F to the specular lighting to a non-metal object. D * G on
the left. D * F * G on the right.
3.4. Multi-layered approach
Multiple layers of BRDFs can be used to be more accurate to the empirical
measurements. For example, the metalness workflow might not work as proposed in
the Disney Principled PBR paper [3], when used in a real-time environment with
only one BRDF pass. One rule established in the metalness workflow is that
metalness should only hold the values of 0 or 1, while values in between are
unrealistic. This works when used in the context of the original paper, where
materials that occupy a space between metallic absolutes can be achieved by
blending two BRDF results together. Since real-time applications cannot afford to
calculate two BRDF results for each pixel, some materials are forced to use values
between 0 and 1 with just one BRDF. This once again steers away from truly
physically based materials but helps achieve more materials that are found in the real
world.
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3.5. Summary
Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) is in the focus of this thesis
when implementing scattering functions. Some implementations try to be physically
realistic through artistic means while others are based on empirical data.
Traditionally, reflectance includes diffusional and specular parts. Specular models
include Phong and Blinn-Phong, which focus more on performance. The CookTorrance model tries to emulate findings from empirical data. Improvements to the
Cook-Torrance model have been made over the years, with one comprehensive one
being the GGX model.
Diffuse models have not been the focus of PBR development in the past, but lately
more focus has been put on them. The most popular one is the Lambertian
reflectance model with a constant BRDF, but models which take into account the
roughness of the material, e.q. Oren-Nayar, have been demonstrated in the PBR
pipeline.
The Cook-Torrance model and its successors rely on a componential approach.
They include the Normal Distribution Function (NDF or D), the Geometry function
(G) and the Fresnel function (F). Each function has its own way to be implemented
and solves different problems in the specular space. BRDFs can be combined and
added together for more realistic materials. Such combining emulates the layered
existence of real-life materials.
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4. BENCHMARK DESIGN
The artifact produced for this thesis is a shader generator for a program called Qt 3D
Studio. The focus of the implementation was in making sure it could be tested easily.
Different variants of the PBR shaders should be able to be generated, depending on
what is tested. This leads to an implementation of a shader generator that takes the
information of the material, and depending of the features needed for the material,
generates the shader code in runtime. This chapter shows how the shader generator
works, and how the different features of the material affect the shader code.
4.1. Shader generator
Rather than the shaders being written as a file to be loaded as such to the GPU, only
a subset of the final shader code is used as a baseline for the shader generator. On top
of that base code, a number of features are added, depending on the features of the
material. For example, the material might not have any textures at all, and might only
rely on a single color. In that case, texture maps and coordinates can be left out of the
shader.
Most other features work the same way such as reflections, IBL, shadows and
texture maps, including normal, metal and roughness maps. In addition, the methods
used to calculate the shading can be changed by swapping out ready-made functions
rather than switching the shading code right in the shader. This allows for easier
testing, as exchanging from, for example, PBR shaders to simple Phong shading
requires only a function call change rather than changing the code manually.
Different shader files could have also been used, but for easier maintenance, shader
generation allows changes and bug fixes for one method to be carried over to other.
Shader generation also allows for streamlined shaders rather than “ubershaders”
with branches or preprocessor macros, which could be harder to maintain. Each
material with different features generates their own shader that is unique, but is
shared if another material has the same features.
At the basic level, the shaders are implemented using the vertex and fragment
shaders available in OpenGL from version 2.0 onwards. Vertex shaders in modern
GPUs take on the vertex attributes such as positions, normals and texture
coordinates, and apply the model transformation matrix, camera view matrix and
camera projection matrix to project the information onto the 2D plane that is the
screen. Fragment shaders are then used to manipulate the projected information, by
shading an object and applying textures to the surfaces. This phase allows the shader
coders to manipulate the pixel output after the GPU has interpolated the vertex
information of the object to each pixel. This way, lighting takes place at the pixel
level, and is not limited by the vertex count of the object.
4.2. Shading
The current implementation largely follows the implementation of PBR for Unreal
Engine 4 [1] with tweaks from different guides [31, 32], tidbits from the SIGGRAPH
presentations [9, 10, 11] and experimentation. The biggest influence for the shader
code comes from the Lean OpenGL guide on PBR by Joey de Vries [31]. The way
the specular shading is calculated is shown in the Code Fragment 1.
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vec3 specularBRDF(vec3 n, vec3 l, vec3 v, float roughness, vec3 f0)
{
float a = roughness * roughness;
vec3 h = normalize(l + v);
float nDotL = max(0.0, dot(n, l));
float nDotV = max(0.0, dot(n, v));
float nDotH = max(0.0, dot(n, h));
float D = trGGX(a, nDotH);
vec3 F = f0;
float G = schlickGGX(a, nDotV) * schlickGGX(a, nDotL);
return D * F * G / (4.0 * nDotL * nDotV + 0.001);
}

Code Fragment 1. Microfacet specular BSDF.
D here is the NDF with the implementation being based on the GGX model. F is
the Fresnel reflectance, which is done with the Schlick approximation of the Fresnel
function. G is the geometry function which also follows the GGX model with
Smith’s way of separating the light and view vector calculations. The variable nDotL
is the dot product of the surface normal and the light direction. Similarly, nDotV is
the dot product of the surface normal and the view direction.
The diffuse part is Lambertian. The shade is just the final color multiplied by the
nDotL variable, providing a brighter color toward the light and a darker away from it.
The multiplication by nDotL takes place only after the final color calculation. Both
parts are calculated independently for each light and added together to a combined
diffuse and specular lighting. Code Fragment 2 shows the way that final color is
calculated. The variable visibility is the product of the variable nDotL for all lights.
vec3 finalColor = ambient + (diffuse * diffuseColor + specular) *
visibility;

Code Fragment 2. Final color calculation.
The ambient variable represents the indirect lighting, and can be just a base color,
or is calculated with IBL for more accurate results. The diffuse variable is the result
of the Lambertian diffuse function for each light. In this case it is 1.0 for each light.
The value would be divided by π but its division is already factored into the albedo
textures used in this implementation. The multiplication by nDotL, which could be in
the Lambertian diffuse function itself, is included instead in the final color
calculation. The diffuse variable is multiplied with the diffuseColor variable to show
the base texture or color of the material.
The specular variable is the specular part of the lights combined. It is not
multiplied by any specular color in the final phase. The Fresnel reflectance function
takes in the specular color earlier, with metallic materials getting the specular color
from the base color. Non-metallic materials get a preset dark specular color.
4.3. Material features
All the features that can be enabled for materials are: albedo map, normal map,
metalness map, roughness map, ambient map, reflection map, IBL and shadows. In
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addition, materials can lack any of these features. With just an albedo map, only the
coloring would change. With just the normal map, only the surface lighting would
change, etc. Metallic materials especially need a reflection map to achieve a metallic
look. Without it, pure metallic materials are rendered mostly black, as they get their
color exclusively from the reflection of the environment and specular highlights.
4.3.1. Albedo map
The base color of the material is stored in the albedo map. For shaders this means
that without more features the albedo map acts as the color texture for the object. For
example, coloring a ball red is done with a fully red albedo map. With the metalness
attribute, the albedo map gets a dual purpose. Non-metallic materials take the color
of the albedo map and apply it, just as a multiplication for the diffuse part of the final
color calculation. Metallic materials, on the other hand, get no influence from the
diffuse part of the equation, and instead use the albedo map to provide the color of
the specular reflections. The way non-metal materials use the albedo map is
visualized in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Albedo map contribution visualized.
Code Fragment 3 shows how the albedo map affects different variables in the
shader. The specular color value depends on the metalness, and takes the albedo map
color when the metalness value is high. Diffuse color similarly depends on the
metalness since it basically gets its value from what is left of albedo map color after
subtracting the newly calculated specular color. The variable fNV is the result of the
Fresnel function that depends on the specular color, which gets its value from the
albedo map.
vec3 specularColor = mix(vec3(0.03), surfaceColor, metalness);
vec3 diffuseColor = surfaceColor - specularColor;
vec3 fNV = fresnel(specularColor, max(0.0, dot(n, v)));

Code Fragment 3. Albedo map use in the shader.
4.3.2. Normal map
Surface details deemed too much for the mesh itself are stored in the normal map.
The way the normal map affects the surface is visualized in the Figure 15. How
normal maps are handled remains the same as it has been, prior to the trend of PBR.
Each vertex coordinate is accompanied by vertex normals, binormals and tangents.
Due the normal map being encoded in tangent space, these additional parameters are
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used to construct a matrix that transforms position either from world space to tangent
space or vice versa. Forming of the tangent matrix is shown in Code Fragment 4.
In this implementation, the light and view coordinates are transferred to tangent
space and values sampled from the normal map are used as the normal of the vertex.
Then, all the lighting calculations are handled in tangent space. Code Fragment 5
shows sampling of the normal map and transferring of the view vector to the tangent
space. The calculations remain the same, while the important issue is that all the
coordinates are in the same space. Without normal maps, the same equations are used
with world space coordinates.

Figure 15. Normal map contribution visualized.
mat4 tangentMatrix = transpose(mat3(worldTangent, worldBinormal,
worldNormal));

Code Fragment 4. Tangent matrix calculation in the vertex shader.
vec3 n = normalize(2.0 * texture(normalMap, texCoords0).rgb - 1.0);
vec3 v = normalize(tangentMatrix * normalize(cameraPosition worldPosition));

Code Fragment 5. Normal map use in the fragment shader.
4.3.3. Metalness map
Instead of specular maps, this implementation uses the metalness map to achieve
different specular responses for materials. The value sampled from the metalness
map has a minor role in the shader, although the impacts are huge. As explained in
the albedo map section, the metalness value determines linearly how much the
diffuse part and the specular part contribute to the lighting of the material.
Simplified, non-metal materials use the diffuse calculations and metallic materials
use the specular ones. With a value of 1 for metalness, meaning a metallic material,
the diffuse part drops to zero and contributes nothing to the scene. Non-metal
materials, with a metalness value of 0, use the diffuse part, but still retain a minor
specular reflection. The sampling of the metalness map and how it affects the
calculations can be seen in Code Fragment 6. A visualization of the mechanism in
full is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Metalness map contribution visualized.
float metalness = texture(metalnessMap, texCoords0).r;
vec3 specularColor = mix(vec3(0.03), surfaceColor, metalness);

Code Fragment 6. Metalness map use in the shader.
4.3.4. Roughness map
Surface imperfections less than pixel size are handled by the roughness map. Its
value tells the shader how rough the material is, with 0 being smooth and 1 being the
roughest. Most of the contribution is in the specular part of the equation. Smooth
surfaces produce sharp specular reflections that work as mirrors for metallic
materials. Rough surfaces disperse the specular reflections and hide the detail of the
environment from the reflection. Both effects of the roughness map can be seen
visualized in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Roughness map contribution visualized.
Code Fragment 7 includes how the roughness map is sampled and used in the
shader. The value from the map is multiplied by itself before use. The code also
shows how the NDF uses the roughness value. In this case, the function is the GGX
variant.
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float roughness = texture(roughnessMap, texCoords0).r;
float a = roughness * roughness;
float trGGX(float a, float nDotH)
{
float a2 = a * a;
float d = (nDotH * a2 - nDotH) * nDotH + 1.0;
return a2 / (PI * d * d);
}

Code Fragment 7. Roughness map use in the shader.
4.3.5. Ambient map

Complicated surfaces, such as those with robust normal maps, might need an
ambient map that adds some indirect lighting to the material. For example, crevices
can be darkened, as light cannot reflect and illuminate those as well as the other
points of the surface. This takes away processing from external ambient calculations
such as Screen Spaced Ambient Occlusion (SSAO), or more complicated global
illumination schemes, but adds yet another texture to be sampled by the shader.
4.3.6. Reflection map
All materials need some contribution from the environment to be considered
physically based. The reflection map achieves this by storing a pre-rendered
environment in an image. The term “environment map” is used interchangeably with
the reflection map in this thesis. A robust method would have this environment map
be a cube map texture, which is sampled using the normal vectors of the surface.
Basically, the object occupies the center of a cube, and from the surface rays are shot
towards the inner walls. The color is sampled from the texture at the point where the
ray intersects the cube.
The implementation here uses 2D textures to achieve the environment mapping by
using equirectangular projection. The projection is used to transfer the surface
normal coordinates to 2D texture coordinates. Both methods produce a color that is
then used to achieve the reflection. Figure 18 shows how an environment map is
projected onto a sphere.

Figure 18. Visualization of equirectangular projection.
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The environment map is mipmapped and in the shader code, it is sampled with the
help of the roughness value. The level of mipmap that is sampled depends on the
roughness. This behavior can be seen in the Code Fragment 8.
vec3 sampleEnvMap(sampler2D envMap, vec3 R, float roughness)
{
vec2 texCoords = vec2((atan(R.x, -R.z) + PI) / (PI_TWO), acos(R.y) / PI);
return(textureLod(envMap, texCoords, roughness * 8.0 ).rgb);
}

Code Fragment 8. Environment sampling code.
4.3.7. Image-based lighting

Indirect lighting turns out to be one of the key elements to achieve realistic scenes,
since real light bounces off surfaces. One way to achieve this relatively cheaply is to
use IBL. This method is not exclusively tied to PBR, but it can be used with it. An
important concept is that the lighting calculated from the image is also calculated
with physically based methods. IBL works by having an environment map that is
used to calculate the indirect lighting of such an environment and apply it to the
rendered object.
In this implementation, the textures provided for IBL are sampled similarly to the
reflection map, with equirectangular projection. The reflection map that can be used
in the direct lighting calculations is used for the indirect lighting from IBL. In
addition, a prefiltered convolution map generated from the original reflection map is
needed and a lookup table texture that contains pre-calculated specular terms. Figure
19 shows how the environment map is used to generate the prefiltered convolution
map.

Figure 19. The source environment map and the prefiltered convolution map.
IBL can be divided into diffuse and specular parts, as is done with the direct
lighting. The diffuse part only needs the prefiltered convolution map to calculate the
irradiance of the scene. However, the most important calculation takes place in the
prefiltration phase. Applying the irradiance in the shader then only requires addition
of irradiance * (1.0 - f0) * albedo to the ambient color. Figure 20 visualizes how an
object is illuminated by the color of the irradiance map based on the normal of the
surface.
The specular part of the equation needs the proper environment map and a lookup
table generated from the environment map, with pre-calculated specular lighting
information. This lookup table is fed to the shader as a texture, where red values
correspond to the power and green values to the bias. The lookup table is sampled by
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x-coordinates being the nDotV variable, which is the dot product of the surface
normal and the view direction. The Y-coordinate is the roughness value of the
material in the shaded point. Contribution to the ambient color is then reflection * (f0
* brdf.x + brdf.y) where the brdf variable is the sampled color from the lookup table
and f0 is once again the Fresnel reflection. Code Fragment 9 has the actual source
code for these calculations. The IBL calculations are especially based on the Learn
OpenGL guide.

Figure 20. Irradiance mapping visualized.
vec3 ambient = diffuseIbl(n, diffuseColor, fNV, iblMap);
ambient += specularIbl(n, v, reflection, fNV, roughness, iblLut);
vec3 diffuseIbl(vec3 n, vec3 albedo, vec3 f0, sampler2D map)
{
vec3 irradiance = evalEnvironmentMap(map,
transpose(tangentMatrix) * n, 0.0).rgb;
return irradiance * (1.0 - f0) * albedo;
}
vec3 specularIbl(vec3 n, vec3 v, vec3 reflection, vec3 f0, float
roughness, sampler2D lut)
{
vec2 brdf = texture(lut, vec2(max(dot(n, v), 0.0),
clamp(roughness, 0.01, 0.99))).rg;
return reflection * (f0 * brdf.x + brdf.y);
}

Code Fragment 9. IBL calculations in the shader.
4.3.8. Other features
The current implementation of the PBR shaders also supports shadows. The shadows
can be from 2D textures or cubemaps, but in the end the shadow contribution is just
the occlusion per light. Only the ambient color is added to the final color, and the
diffuse and the specular calculations are ignored for shadowed regions. The shader
generator does not support HDR textures since at the time of development, the
engine used did not support such textures in embedded devices. This leads to a lower
amount of visual realism, but still allows for the same kind of performance testing.
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4.4. Benchmark Optimization
The major weakness of the benchmark implementation is the lack of optimization.
One aspect where this is clear is in texture accesses. Instead of packing different
material maps together, each of them is separated into their own texture. Table 1
shows how the number of texture accesses depends on the features enabled for the
material.
Table 1. Texture accesses by features enabled
Features enabled
Albedo, normal, metalness, roughness,
reflection, IBL with look up table
Albedo, normal, metalness, roughness,
reflection, IBL without look up table
Albedo, normal, metalness, roughness, reflection
Albedo, normal, metalness, roughness
Albedo without light
Albedo with light
Basic Phong shader
Basic Blinn shader

Texture accesses
7
6
5
4
1
1
4
4

This also leads to unnecessary memory usage for textures. With alpha channels the
textures could take up to 32 megabytes of memory uncompressed. With seven
textures to access for one material, this could mean 224 megabytes to fully render
one material. Of course, only some of the textures are unique to the material, like
albedo, normal, metalness and roughness maps. But even with just those, memory
usage per additional material would be 128 megabytes. A next step in future work
would be to optimize the texture usage as discussed in Section 2.7.
The benchmark is also minimally optimized regarding the shading functions. By
carefully selecting the components of the BRDFs, certain terms could be negated
from the equations when combining them. Terms, such as dot product of normal and
light vectors, that are found in many of the equations, might be unnecessary if the
microfacet BRDF function is reduced to its components.
4.5. Summary
The goal of the thesis was to benchmark how PBR affects performance, and as such,
the artifact created for this thesis is the benchmarking shader generator. It gathers the
information about the material features, and based on those, generates a shader for
that material. Features include albedo, normals, metalness, roughness, ambient,
reflections, IBL and shadows. Each feature, except for normals and shadows, has
PBR-specific implementation details. One aspect lacking in the final shader
generation is optimization.
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5. EXPERIMENTS
The plan for the evaluation was to test three devices, from low-end to high-end, and
see how different shading affects the performance. The metric used for performance
benchmarking is the render time in milliseconds per frame. Multiple devices were
tested with different capabilities to more reliably unearth the actual impact of the
shading rather than other bottlenecks. These also give an indication of what kind of
devices can handle this kind of rendering at a real-time pace. Different test cases
include full-screen image, textured sphere, complex model and a complex scene.
These test cases are tested with no shading, standard Blinn-Phong shading,
physically based shading, and IBL. In certain cases, these methods are mixed
together.
5.1. Engine
The engine used for this research was originally made by Nvidia and inherited by
The Qt Company. It follows a very basic paradigm of 3D graphics engines. The most
relevant aspect for shader design is that it uses forward rendering rather than
something like deferred rendering. It could also be relevant to the performance if
scenes become complex enough to warrant multiple lights, etc. Since the goal of this
thesis is to study how physically based shading affects performance, the engine used
may be mostly irrelevant, as the absolute performance is less important than the
relative performance of the shading features.
5.2. Hardware
Three devices for testing were used: i.MX 6 Quad, Device A and Jetson TX1. The
low end of the device spectrum is represented by i.MX 6 Quad, Device A represents
the middle level and Jetson TX1 the high-end. The specifications of the devices are
shown in Table 2. Due to licensing terms for publishing benchmarks Device A
cannot be named in this thesis. All devices support the OpenGL ES 3.0 minimum
requirement of the engine.
Table 2. Hardware components of the devices
CPU
RAM
GPU
GFlops

i.MX 6 Quad
4xCortex-A9
1 GB 64-bit DDR3
Vivante GC2000
24

Device A
128

Jetson TX1
4xCortex-A57
4 GB 64-bit LPDDR4
NVIDIA Maxwell
1024

5.3. Performance tests
Each test renders a full-screen quad on the screen for 30 seconds. The full-screen
quad is shaded with the material shaders generated by the previously described
shader generator. All textures used in the materials use a resolution of 2048x2048.
Environment mapping consisted of one 4096x2048 resolution texture for specular
reflection, one 360x180 for diffuse irradiance, and one 128x128 texture as a lookup
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texture for the specular IBL. Figure 21 shows a rendering of the full-screen quad
with all features of the PBR shaders enabled and a rusted metal material. The
materials used in these tests are provided by FreePBR.com.

Figure 21. Example of the full-screen rendering of a Full PBR material.
The test cases in the benchmark are:
1. Full PBR: IBL-enabled with a look-up texture, albedo, roughness, metalness,
normal and reflection maps. This setup shows the performance with all
features enabled.
2. No LUT: Same as the Full PBR test, but the look-up texture is replaced with
shader calculations. With the test, we see an indication of how much a lookup texture affects the performance of the shaders.
3. No IBL: IBL disabled. Causes metallic materials to be black, as they mostly
just reflect the environment. This test shows how much IBL affects the
performance. Without IBL, most of the calculations in the shader are to see
whether the material is metal, and for the components of the microfacet
BRDF.
4. Fake Reflection: IBL is disabled and replaced with a reflection map. Since
metal materials need a reflection to have an effect on the scene, this test
shows how much performance a simpler method of reflectance needs.
5. Only Albedo: PBR shader generation used, but only the albedo map is used
in rendering. This test basically shows how much overhead is in the PBR
shader implementation, even when rendering just an image. The overhead
should come from the components of the BRDF.
6. No Lighting: Generates the most basic shader that just applies the albedo
map to the quad. Without any calculation for lighting, we see a base
performance for rendering the full screen quad.
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7. Multimaterial: Same as the Full PBR test but with multiple different
materials. Multiple materials allow us to see how much performance impact
texture swapping has.
8. Multimaterial 2: Same as the Multimaterial test but each material is replaced
with a different instance of the same material as the Full PBR test in order to
not have any differences due to material differences.
9. No IBL Multimaterial: Same as the Multimaterial test with IBL disabled.
Once again, this test variant highlights how the BRDF itself performs
separate from other methods.
10. Phong: A simple shader using Phong shading is generated and used to render
the quad with albedo, roughness and normal maps. This is comparable to the
No IBL test for PBR shaders and gives us the baseline to compare microfacet
BRDFs to.
11. Phong Reflection: Same as the Phong test but a reflection map is added to
each pixel to gauge the difference that reflection sampling makes. With PBR
shaders having reflections everywhere, this test allows us to see how much
reflectance sampling affects the baseline rendering.
12. Phong Multimaterial: Phong shading combined with multiple materials.
This variant can be compared with the PBR multimaterial tests.
13. Blinn: Same as the Phong test, but with Blinn specular calculations. This test
acts as simple variant of the Phong shaders to test how much the Blinn
improvement affects performance.
14. Blinn Reflection: Same as the Phong Reflection test but with Blinn specular
calculations. This once again shows how much Blinn improvements affect
performance.
15. Blinn Multimaterial: Blinn shading combined with the multiple materials.
The test provides results that can be compared to Phong shading variants.
5.3.1. i.MX 6 Quad
The resolution for the i.MX 6 Quad was set to 800x480. The render time differences
between each test can be seen in Figure 22. The first frame was removed from the
graph, as it included the instantiating time. For the graph, 500 frames were captured.
The test results in the figure seem to form blocks of similar performances. The worstperforming block consists of No LUT, Multimaterial, Multimaterial 2 and Full PBR
tests. All the tests hover around the 50 millisecond mark for frame times, with the
Frames Per Second (FPS) being about 20.
One of the worst-performing tests was the No LUT test which is the same as the
Full PBR test, but has no look-up texture for the specular IBL. Instead, the results for
the specular IBL are calculated in the shader itself. The Multimaterial test, which
used a different material for each of the three quads, reached about the same
performance as the No LUT test. Behind it is the Multimaterial 2 test. It contains the
same material as the Full PBR test but loaded to three different quads, which divide
the screen into three equal-size parts. The performance difference between the
Multimaterial tests tells us that the shading features enabled by differences in
material textures affect the frame rate more with some materials.
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Figure 22. Render times in milliseconds per frame on i.MX 6 Quad.
Fourth slowest is the Full PBR test. The difference to the No LUT test seems to
indicate that at worst, certain shader calculations are worse for performance than
small resolution texture lookup. At best, it means that there is no performance help
from either optimization. Multimaterial tests also perform slower than the Full PBR
test, meaning that multiple render calls and additional textures do have some
expected impact to the frame times.
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Alone from the rest of the test results sits the Fake Reflection test. Instead of IBL,
the reflection for metals is achieved by just applying the environment map as-is to
the material. Since it does not have IBL, the irradiance for the diffuse part of the
equation is also missing. The test basically tells us that there is room for optimization
where IBL is dropped in favor of simpler reflection, but the PBR shading remains.
However, on i.MX 6 Quad, the frame times of this optimization test remain around
38 milliseconds, which means it only achieves about 26 FPS.
The rest of the tests are below the threshold of 30 FPS. Just under the threshold are
the Phong Reflection and Blinn Reflection tests, where basic shading is used, but in
addition, an environment map reflection is added to each fragment. These tests are
meant to reveal the impact of the reflection aspect of PBR. Reflection sampling still
doesn’t make the basic shading methods jump to the PBR frame times.
Below the basic shading reflectance test results is the No IBL variant with the No
IBL Multimaterial having a slightly worse performance. Since the main material is
mostly metal, and the No IBL Multimaterial test contains two additional non-metal
materials, it could be that with IBL gone and metal reflectance black, it is faster for
the GPU to render. The difference between No IBL and Full PBR tests indicates that
a huge amount of frame time is spent in IBL sampling. While this means that the
shading methods used for PBR shaders are not as bad they could be, materials in
PBR need reflectance and environmental input.
The best performing variant of the PBR shaders is the Only Albedo test. It contains
only the albedo texture, so it does not really perform anything interesting, which
allows it to be fast. The test itself provides the baseline for the PBR shader and
shows the overhead that remains in it, even with a lot of the features missing. Phong
Multimaterial and Blinn Multimaterial tests are neck-to-neck with the normal Phong
and Blinn tests trailing a bit below the 20-millisecond mark. The Phong and Blinn
shaders already provide a somewhat fast performance in this resolution with 50 FPS.
The best-performing test is the No Lighting test, which uses shaders that just sample
the albedo texture and render the sample to the screen as-is.
The frame times of the PBR tests and the No Lighting test are shown in Table 3.
The frame count and average frame time tell most of the tale. The Fake Reflection
test has a strangely high variance, which also can be seen in Figure 22. The slowest
frames also correspond to the results from all the frames.
Table 3. Frame information of the PBR and No Lighting tests on i.MX 6 Quad
Full
PBR
Frame count
Average frame time
Variance
Standard deviation
Frame count of the slowest 1%
Average of the slowest 1%
Variance of the slowest 1%
Standard deviation of the
slowest 1%
Fastest of the slowest 1%

No LUT No IBL

Fake
Only
Reflection Albedo

No
Lighting

617

590

1131

773

1306

3298

48.3301

50.8184

26.325

38.8857

23.0369

8.99302

0.206688

0.09665 0.168288

0.588561 0.109411 0.028692

0.45463 0.310885 0.410229

0.767177 0.330774 0.169387

6

5

11

7

13

32

49.5294

51.7551

27.3598

40.2284

24.0457

9.56961

0.013059 0.001258 0.061361

0.064626 0.003061 0.051732

0.114274 0.035468 0.247711

0.254216

49.391

51.7179

27.2154

40.0829

0.05533 0.227448
23.9434

9.41797
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Table 4 shows the data of the PBR tests with multiple materials. The variance of
the frame times seems to be higher with multiple materials than with normal tests
even though the average frame times are similar. Each test with multiple materials
has a slightly higher frame time than the corresponding single-material test.
Table 4. Frame information of the PBR tests with multiple materials on i.MX 6 Quad
Frame count
Average frame time
Variance
Standard deviation
Frame count of the slowest 1%
Average of the slowest 1%
Variance of the slowest 1%
Standard deviation of the
slowest 1%
Fastest of the slowest 1%

No IBL
Multimaterial Multimaterial 2 Multimaterial
590
603
1080
50.7671
50.155
27.6862
0.235327
0.244671
0.87892
0.485105
0.494642
0.937507
5
6
10
52.4099
51.54
29.059
1.15782
0.767895
0.519921
1.07602
51.6566

0.876296
51.0649

0.721056
28.4547

The frame times for the basic shading tests are shown in Table 5. Once again,
multiple materials seem to cause more variance, especially for the slowest frames.
Table 5. Frame information of the basic shading tests on i.MX 6 Quad

Frame count
Average frame time
Variance
Standard deviation
Frame count of the slowest
1%
Average of the slowest 1%
Variance of the slowest 1%
Standard deviation of the
slowest 1%
Fastest of the slowest 1%

Phong
1394
21.3771
0.121058
0.347935

Phong
Blinn
Phong
MultiBlinn
MultiReflection material Blinn
Reflection material
975
1344
1408
980
1349
31.2666
22.548 21.1474
31.0261 22.5042
0.070934 0.186205 0.097267 0.074321 0.176382
0.266334 0.431515 0.311876 0.272618 0.419979

13
22.6354
0.191365

9
32.3203
0.085598

13
23.5306
0.003369

14
22.1
0.04657

9
13
32.0575 23.4743
0.076339 0.006325

0.437453
22.2537

0.292571
32.1397

0.058047 0.215802
23.4359
21.951

0.276296 0.079529
31.9091 23.3993

5.3.2. Device A
The tests on Device A were run at 1920x1080 resolution. With Device A using a
debug driver and having an unreleased device implementation, the results of the tests
are not indicative of absolute performance. However, the relative performance
between the tests can still be interesting. Additionally, Device A experienced a
unique bug relating to frame timings: some frames were presumably not rendered
since they have a one-millisecond frame time. After a few normal frames in between,
two frames appear to be rendered during one render loop, leading to a double frame
time. Figure 23 shows how this affected the frame timings. Due to the bug, similar
line graphs as other devices could not be produced.
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Figure 23. Render times in milliseconds per frame on Device A for the Full PBR test
The results for PBR tests and the No Lighting test on Device A in Table 6 are
similar to i.MX 6 Quad. The No LUT test takes the most time, with about 27
milliseconds. No LUT also once again takes more time to render than Full PBR. The
most demanding feature once again is the IBL, with the No IBL test taking only 12.5
milliseconds per frame. Environment mapping in general for metal surfaces takes a
sizeable chunk of the frame time. Even the Fake Reflection test, which renders
reflections per light instead as ambient lighting, takes 20 milliseconds per frame. The
No Lighting test shows how fast the simplest possible shader can work, and Device A
achieves an average frame time of 4.6 milliseconds. The Only Albedo test, which
renders just the albedo map, but still uses the PBR shaders, shows how much
overhead the calculations cause by only getting an average frame time of 11
milliseconds. The variances in all the tests are huge because of the previously
described bug. The effect can be seen in the slowest frames where they are all about
double the average frame time.
Table 6 Frame information of the PBR and No Lighting tests on Device A
Frame count
Average frame time
Variance
Standard deviation
Frame count of the slowest 1%
Average of the slowest 1%
Variance of the slowest 1%
Standard deviation of the
slowest 1%
Fastest of the slowest 1%

Full
Fake
Only
No
PBR
No LUT No IBL Reflection Albedo Lighting
1103
1108
2384
1468
2722
6470
26.8809 27.4903 12.5162
20.3127 10.9736 4.57522
71.064 70.7863 12.9908
41.8059 10.8877 1.41225
8.42995 8.41346 3.60427
6.46575 3.29966 1.18838
11
11
23
14
27
64
54.7545 56.2807 25.2295
41.0619
22.056 9.36964
0.136906 0.008883 0.214827 0.194155 0.132033 0.002504
0.370008 0.094248 0.463495
54.3797 56.1599 24.5961

0.44063 0.363363 0.050036
40.7758 21.8532 9.28229
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The results for PBR with multiple materials are shown in Table 7. The difference
between one and three materials is minimal. Material type has some minimal effect
on the frame time, as Multimaterial 2 is one millisecond faster than the
Multimaterial. Once again, the slowest frames do not reveal much because of the
bug.
Table 7. Frame information of the PBR tests with multiple materials on Device A
No IBL
Multimaterial Multimaterial 2 Multimaterial
1074

1118

2132

Average frame time

27.9854

26.9656

14.2393

Variance

84.3027

67.3131

16.8704

Standard deviation

9.18165

8.20446

4.10736

10

11

21

Average of the slowest 1%

60.0337

55.4358

29.2902

Variance of the slowest 1%

87.8317

0.155504

2.32476

Standard deviation of the slowest 1%

9.37185

0.39434

1.52472

Fastest of the slowest 1%

56.9439

55.0952

28.6772

Frame count

Frame count of the slowest 1%

The Phong and Blinn shader test results are seen below in Table 8. Both perform
similarly. The tests, without any environment map sampling, perform very fast with
frames taking an average of 9.6 milliseconds. Artificially adding reflection
calculations to each pixel increases the frame times to about 15 milliseconds.
Multiple materials once again have minimal effect on the frame times but do
consistently show some decrease.
Table 8. Frame information of the basic shading tests on Device A
Phong
Phong
MultiReflection material Blinn

Phong

Blinn
Blinn
MultiReflection material

3107

1934

2969

3032

1968

2970

Average frame time

9.58275

15.3428

10.1996

9.8111

15.1831

10.1631

Variance

7.11984

19.1391

8.27388

8.05486

19.1366

8.26547

2.6683

4.37482

2.87644

2.83811

4.37454

2.87497

31

19

29

30

19

29

Average of the slowest 1%

19.1736

30.9948

22.2751

19.8661

30.8362

22.0018

Variance of the slowest 1%
Standard deviation of the
slowest 1%

0.158717

0.005239

79.8374 0.002678

0.039653

56.1866

0.398393

0.072378

8.93518

0.05175

0.199131

7.49577

18.8421

30.7907

20.4747

19.8233

30.6296

20.5244

Frame count

Standard deviation
Frame count of the slowest 1%

Fastest of the slowest 1%
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5.3.3. Jetson TX1
The tests for Jetson TX1 used 1920x1200 resolution. Table 9 shows the results for
the PBR and No Lighting variants. Variance of the render time between frames is low
with the slowest frames taking less than two milliseconds more than the average.
Ordering of the tests is very similar to the other devices once again. From worst to
best: Full PBR, No LUT, Fake Reflection, No IBL, Only Albedo, No Lighting.
Table 9. Frame information of the PBR and No Lighting tests on Jetson TX1
Full
PBR
Frame count
Average frame time

No LUT No IBL

Fake
Only
Reflection Albedo

No
lighting

4408

4501

5590

4935

7875

10488

6.69502

6.56024

5.38854

5.98481

3.86381

2.90124

Variance

0.454785 0.398551 0.226512

0.31433 0.031123 0.008467

Standard deviation
Frame count of the slowest
1%

0.674377 0.631309 0.475933

0.560651 0.176418 0.092015
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45

55

49

78

104

Average of the slowest 1%

8.25146

8.0113

6.42989

7.23979

4.40135

3.25144

Variance of the slowest 1%
Standard deviation of the
slowest 1%

44.0103

38.4853

22.2172

30.5934

2.82319 0.689505

6.63403

6.20365

4.71351

5.53113

1.68024 0.830364

6.7887

6.65781

5.4871

6.10105

Fastest of the slowest 1%

3.9528

2.9949

PBR tests with multiple materials perform better on the Jetson TX1 than the single
material tests, as seen in Table 10. This could be explained by the fact that
mipmapping is enabled during these tests. With the tests with multiple materials
dividing the screen to three different quads, smaller than the full-screen quad in the
Full PBR test, the shaders are sampling a smaller-resolution version of the texture.
Once again, there is a very small performance difference between the Multimaterial
and Multimaterial 2 tests.
Table 10. Frame information of the PBR tests with multiple materials on Jetson TX1
No IBL
Multimaterial Multimaterial 2 Multimaterial
4775

4795

6108

6.36918

6.17441

4.95857

Variance

0.526182

0.373454

0.13035

Standard deviation

0.725384

0.611108

0.361041

47

47

61

Average of the slowest 1%

8.08086

7.61953

5.77985

Variance of the slowest 1%

51.4546

36.626

12.5248

Standard deviation of the slowest 1%

7.17319

6.05194

3.53903

Fastest of the slowest 1%

6.47417

6.28255

5.04163

Frame count
Average frame time

Frame count of the slowest 1%

Table 11 shows the results for the Phong and Blinn tests and their variants. The
single material with basic shading performed very fast and rendered many more
frames in the 30-second timespan than the PBR tests, with average frame times being
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about 4.4 milliseconds. The reflection tests bring down the frame counts, but still do
not reach the levels on PBR tests without IBL. Interestingly, the basic shading tests
with multiple materials are slower than the PBR multiple-material test with no IBL.
Table 11. Frame information of the basic shading tests on Jetson TX1
Phong
Phong
MultiReflection material Blinn

Phong

Blinn
Blinn
MultiReflection material

6783

6020

6190

6724

5959

6145

4.43558

5.06588

4.91183

4.47503

5.11742

4.95316

Variance

0.146365

0.190529

0.21825 0.145773

0.205367 0.220526

Standard deviation
Frame count of the slowest
1%

0.382577

0.436496 0.467172 0.381803

0.453175 0.469601

67

60

61

67

59

61

Average of the slowest 1%

5.28176

6.03726

5.90201

5.32169

6.08558

6.06999

Variance of the slowest 1%
Standard deviation of the
slowest 1%

14.2397

18.3922

21.4206

14.04

20.0624

20.9765

3.77355

4.28862

4.62824

3.747

4.47911

4.58001

Fastest of the slowest 1%

4.52592

5.15164

5.00451

4.57272

5.19761

5.06591

Frame count
Average frame time

Figure 24 shows how much time each frame took to render in milliseconds. The
graph does not include the first 20 frames in which a lot of loading was still
happening, and frame times were abnormally high. The first 1,000 frames after
loading are captured in the graph. The differences with the Jetson TX1 are not as
formed in to blocks, as was the case with the i.MX 6. There are, however, still clear
gaps between test types. The worst-performing test is the Full PBR test, clocking in
at about 6.7 milliseconds per frame. The No LUT test indicates that look-up texture
has a performance cost with the TX1, unlike with the i.MX 6. The tests with multiple
materials perform better on the Jetson TX1 than the single-material variants.
The Fake Reflection test is just behind the tests with the worst frame times.
However, compared to the Full PBR test, there still is a 0.7 millisecond difference
meaning there is some value in disabling IBL, while still retaining reflections. The
No IBL test is the fifth-worst-performing one, but there is a clear gap from it to the
worst.
The worst-performing basic-shading tests are the Phong Reflection and Blinn
Reflection. The No IBL Multimaterial test somehow performs better than those and
No IBL. The possible explanation is mipmapping. Next in line are the normal Phong
and Blinn tests and their multiple-material variants. The Only Albedo test is once
again the best-performing PBR shader test and No Lighting is the best-performing
test of them all. Every test in Jetson TX1 has a FPS clearly above 60, and is safely
real-time.
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Figure 24. Render times in milliseconds per frame on Jetson TX1.
5.3.4. The effect of texture accesses
Table 12 shows the texture accesses and average frame times per test on each device.
The results show that higher frame times do somewhat correlate with the higher
texture access counts, but at the same time, new calculations are also added for each
feature. It cannot be conclusively said that additional texture accesses are a reason
for higher frame times. With no alternative to additional texture accesses limiting
them, the number of features such a shader can support is also limited. In fact,
average frame times reveal exchanging look-up texture to a shader calculation
increased the frame times in i.MX 6 Quad and Device A. Additionally, a simpler
shader in the No Lighting test with the same amount of texture accesses as the Only
Albedo test had significantly lower frame times.
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Table 12. Texture accesses and average frame times per test
Test name
Full PBR
No LUT
Fake Reflection
No IBL
Only Albedo
No Lighting
Phong
Blinn

Texture accesses
7
6
5
4
1
1
4
4

i.MX 6 Quad
48.229
50.964
38.71
26.394
22.965
8.904
20.361
20.065

Device A
26.8809
27.4903
20.3127
12.5162
10.9736
4.57522
9.58275
9.8111

Jetson TX1
6.69502
6.56024
5.98481
5.38854
3.86381
2.90124
4.43558
4.47503

5.4. Visual comparisons
As can be seen in the rendering in Figure 25, the differences between rendering
environments are minimal.

Figure 25. Basic shapes rendered from top to bottom on i.MX 6 Quad, Device A and
Jetson TX1 in 1920x1080.
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Figure 26 shows some of the differences between different renders with the current
implementations. It is impossible to determine which is the most accurate result. The
differences can mostly be seen on the specular highlighting, which on first glance
seems to have some artifacts due to texture sampling. Jetson TX1 looks to render
black pixels presumably due to texture sampling artifacts.

Figure 26. Top left development laptop render, top right i.MX6 Quad render, bottom
left Device A render and bottom right Jetson TX1 render.
Additional pixel-level differences can be seen in the zoomed-in content in Figure
27. The differences are so minor that they are hard to see. However, there are some
calculation differences, especially for specular highlights. This can be seen in the
brightness of the pixels. The Jetson TX1 render clearly lacks the bright pixels present
in the center of other renders.
5.5. Summary
The experiments were done with three devices: i.MX 6 Quad, Device A and Jetson
TX1. Each device was run through a benchmark that was based on shading the whole
screen with whatever method and feature list was to be tested. Tests included PBR
with or without IBL, Blinn-Phong shading, reflections, no lighting, multiple
materials etc. All devices had common themes in the test results. PBR shaders were
always slower than control shaders featuring basic shading techniques. IBL, and
reflections in any way, took up most of the render time with PBR shaders. Some
overhead from the PBR shaders was also featured when testing with a minimal
feature set and comparing to the basic shaders.
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Visually all devices achieved about the same fidelity. Some minor differences
were featured and even some rendering artifacts, but further work on those would
minimize the differences to close to nil.

Figure 27. Top left development laptop render, top right i.MX 6 Quad render, bottom
left Device A render and bottom right Jetson TX1 render.
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6. DISCUSSION
The work for this thesis has created an implementation of PBR deployable to
multiple embedded devices with configurable settings. This allowed for extensive
testing and benchmarking of PBR features. Unlike generic benchmarks, the one built
here answers specific questions regarding the usage of PBR and how different
variables affect its performance.
There are still many variables and vectors that could be measured and tested.
Different optimizations, different algorithms, different engines etc. The difference
between the device capabilities also leaves something to be desired. The chosen
devices do not show a sweet spot between Device A and Jetson TX1, where the
device can barely be used with PBR in real-time and still have some room for
program logic calculations. Another disappointment in the result-gathering is the lack
of variability in the use of the BRDF function. In the end, only one set of BRDF
components were used in the PBR shaders, and the differences between the functions
were not tested. Nevertheless, the results still provide a good look into the viability
of PBR in lower-end hardware.
There are no customer-use cases for the benchmark itself, but the implementation
could provide a basis for the final PBR shaders and a material generator for the Qt
3D Studio. The benchmark results might also help in choosing a suitable device if the
goal for the user is to use PBR in their designs. There are avenues for future platform
implementations, but the results do indicate that powerful hardware is needed.
One aspect for future work is the optimization. Even though the most
performance-demanding aspect of PBR is not the shading itself, it would be
important to know how much it helps. Texture access optimization is also very
important, due to the slowness of the accesses, traditionally in low-end hardware.
There is a significant cost in implementing the standard PBR methods in
embedded devices. Only the most powerful hardware can handle it, while also
allowing room for other computing during a frame. The tests in this thesis considered
only the worst-case scenario of shading every pixel, but the gap between the
performance levels is large enough not to ignore. A compromise in the
implementations could be the answer, but trying to have the same workflow as the
game engines with the same texture maps, while expecting the same kinds of results
seems far-fetched. However, the BRDF functions do not by themselves incur huge
costs for performance. Instead of traditional Blinn-Phong shading, the specular
functions could be exchanged for the ones used in PBR, while still not implementing
the whole reflectional aspect.
Visually, the devices perform well. This means that depending on the goals of the
project and lowering the performance target, visually beautiful images could be
rendered on the device itself. But depending on the interaction levels, it could always
be better to just pre-render the visually demanding scenes.
The original goal from Qt was to see if PBR worked in embedded devices. The
benchmarking tool and the test results do answer that question in a multitude of
ways. It could be that PBR facilities should still be implemented in the Qt 3D Studio
for use in higher-end devices, but most importantly to allow for pre-rendering of
interfaces to lower-end devices with the visual fidelity provided by PBR techniques.
With the finalized PBR materials in Qt 3D Studio, the customers of the product
could use physically realistic materials in their designs if the used hardware is
powerful enough. If the animations in the final designs made by the customers do not
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need huge interactions, pre-rendered images can also have the benefit of more
realistic lighting in the end product. In the end, the utility boils down to providing a
more pleasing customer experience.
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7. CONCLUSION
PBR includes many ways of achieving the opaque goals of being physically based.
The workflow and methods implemented in this thesis are just one of many that fall
under the umbrella of PBR. In this case, the implemented workflow was based on the
metalness map and the methods emulated the methods chosen by Disney [3], and
most importantly, the implementation of PBR in Unreal Engine 4 by Epic Games [1].
This allowed the tests to use free assets available for game developers.
Much of the literature research focus is on the surface reflection and in the
development of a physically based BRDF. The chosen components for the
construction of the BRDFs used in this thesis were based on the ones chosen by
Disney [3] and Epic Games [1]. The implementation was mostly based on the GGX
model developed by Walter et al. Simpler shading models were also implemented in
form of Phong and Blinn-Phong shaders. For NDF, the implementation uses the
basic GGX model. For the G function, a Schlick variant of GGX is used and the
Smith approximation is used for the F function.
The research question of the thesis was basically “How much does PBR affect the
performance in embedded devices?” This led to creation of a shader generator used
for benchmarking. The shader generator generated different shaders for each material
depending on the features of that material. This way, different tests could be done
automatically for different configurations of materials when rendered full screen, to
each pixel of the screen. Features of the materials included albedo, normal,
metalness, roughness, ambient, reflections, IBL and shadows.
Three devices were used for testing. Each device corresponded to a different level
of expected performance. The low-end device used was i.MX 6 Quad, the middleend device used was Device A and the high-end device used was Jetson TX1. The
different tests corresponded to the enabled features of the materials. For example, a
test in which all the features were enabled was included, as was a test without IBL,
tests for more basic shaders and even one with no real shading at all, basically testing
image rendering.
The results indicate a significant performance decrease when using all the features
provided by the shader generator. IBL and reflections were responsible for most of
the performance degradation, with the specular models etc. providing less of a
performance hinderance. There still was some overhead, even with minimal PBR
shaders.
Full PBR implementations in embedded devices are not feasible. However, the
shader generator can be used was a launching point for PBR features in Qt 3D Studio
and the results can be used to show customers how much performance is needed
from the devices to include PBR.
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